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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we study the following system of polynomial equations k is
.an exponent, not a superscript! ,
`
kq1a s d ;n , k g N , 1.1 . m , n nk 0
ms0
where a g C is for every m, n an unknown number and d is them , n nk
 .Kronecker delta. In Theorem 10 we are able to solve 1.1 , although the
sum converges only in a special order.
 .Equation 1.1 comes naturally from some problems in non-linear func-
tional analysis. Using its solution we can solve a non-linear operator
 .equation on C K -spaces. We prove in Theorem 11 that given an arbitrary
 . 5 5 .n g N there exist bounded linear operators A, B on C K A F 10
such that
1
nB s f 1.2 . /1 y Af
 . 5 5 w x  .for all f g C K , f - 1. Moreover, in 7 we use the solution of 1.1 to
present a large class of holomorphic mappings F on the unit ball U of
 .C K in the form
1
F f s B , .  /1 y Af
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where A and B are again bounded linear operators although there is a
w x.difficulty in the definition of A; see 7 . Here only B depends on F so
that this result can be considered as a universal mapping theorem where
both the universal map and the universal space are of a very special form.
 .To solve Eq. 1.1 the idea is to introduce a ``number system'' with a
  ..`  . ``variable base'' t t , t t g N, for the natural numbers. That is,ts0
every element m g N is presented as a sum of multiples of the number0
 .   ..t t see 2.2 , as we present the natural numbers as sums of multiple of
t .the numbers 10 , t g N in our standard number system. The numbers0
 .a are chosen such that the k th power terms in 1.1 can be controlledm , n
w  .  . xwhen m belongs to the interval t k , t k q 1 y 1 . The control is main-
tained for bigger m because of a suitable recursive definition; see, e.g.,
 .  .2.5 , 2.6 .
We denote by N the set of strictly positive integers and by N the set0
 4N j 0 . More notations are introduced in the Appendix.
2. MAIN CONSTRUCTION
We start the proof of the main results, Theorems 9 and 10 below, by
 .defining a technical device, the complex sequence x sm , n m , ng N0
 iu m , np .r e . The definition is quite involved. The final sequencesm , n m , ng N0
 .needed in Theorems 9 and 10 are easily defined using the sequence x ;m , n
see the proofs of these theorems.
We do not try to explain the following definitions here. The reader may
get an idea of their motivation by having a quick look at Lemmata 6, 7,
and 8.
 .DEFINITION 1. 1. We define t : N ª N by t 0 s 1, and0
t t q 1 s 6 t 2 tq1. q 1 t t 2.1 .  .  . .
for t g N .0
 .  .2. Let m g N . We define the numbers d m g N , 0 F d m F0 t 0 t
t 2 tq1. 6 for t g N by writing the unique expression with only finitely0
 ..many non-zero d mt
m s d m t t 2.2 .  .  . t
tgN0
for m. We remark that for all t g N , for all s, 0 F s F 6 t 2 tq1.,0
d m s s .t
m 'M g N such that d M s 0 for r F t , .0 r
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M q st t F m - M q s q 1 t t . 2.3 .  .  .  .
 .3. This is the heart of the construction. Let us fix n g N . We0
choose the numbers r g R and u g R for m g N as follows. Setm , n m , n 0
r s 0, r s 1 y 1r n q 1 , u s 0. 2.4 .  .0, n 1, n 0, n
 .  .a Definition of r and u for m - t n q 1 . Assume thatm , n m , n
 .t F n, t G 1, and r is chosen for m - t t . We setm , n
r s 6yt 2r 2.5 .m , n myd m.t  t . , nt
 .  .for t t F m - t t q 1 . By induction with respect to t we can thus define
 .r for m - t n q 1 . We definem , n
u s min 1, d m r t q 1 2.6 4 .  .  .m , n t
tgN ,0
t/n
 .for 1 F m - t n q 1 . Notice that then for all t G 1, t - n, and for all m,
 .  .t t F m - t t q 1 ,
u s u q 1r t q 1 . 2.7 .  .m , n myd m.t  t . , nt
 .  .b Definition of r and u for m G t n q 1 . Assume thatm , n m , n
 .t G n q 1 and that r and u are defined for m - t t . Let m be suchm , n m , n
 .  .  .that t t F m - t t q 1 . Let us denote by N resp. T the number n q 1
 .resp. t q 1 divided by the greatest common divisor of n q 1 and t q 1.
Recall the following fact from elementary algebra: for all s g N ,0
0 F s - T , there exists a number n g N such that0
Nn ' s mod T . 2.8 .  .
w x The interval Tr3, 2Tr3 always contains at least one integer e.g., Tr2, if
.  .T is even; if T is odd, note that T G 3 since t ) n . Hence, by 2.8 we can
 .choose the number n t, n g N such that0
Tr3 F Nn t , n F 2Tr3 mod T . 2.9 .  .  .
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We define
¡u q 1r t q 1 , .my d m.t  t . , nt
if d m ' 0 mod 3 , .  .t
u q 1 q 2n t , n r t q 1 , .  . .my d m.t  t . , nt~u s 2.10 .m , n if d m ' 1 mod 3 , .  .t
u q 2 q 1 y 2n t , n r t q 1 , .  . .my d m.t  t . , nt¢ if d m ' 2 mod 3 . .  .t
Let us denote
a t , n s 2 n q 1 n t , n pr t q 1 . 2.11 .  .  .  .  .
 .In view of 2.9 ,
w xa t , n s 2 Nn t , n prT g 2pr3, 4pr3 q 2p n9 2.12 .  .  .
 .  .for some n9 g Z. Let the numbers D t, n and D t, n satisfy1
tq1 tq1
D t , n q 2D t , n s 3 .  .1
nq1 nq1
D t , n q D t , n 2 cos a t , n s 0; 2.13 .  .  .  . .1
i.e.,
 .y1r tq1 .  .tq1 r nq11r tq1.D t , n s 3 2 q y2 cos a t , n .  . . .1
 .   ..1rnq1.  .  .and D t, n s y2 cos a t, n D t, n , so that both D t, n and1
 . 1r tq1.D t, n are between 0 and 3 . We define1
¡ yt 2D t , n r 6 , if d m ' 0 mod 3 .  .  .my d m.t  t . , n tt
2yt~D t , n r 6 , if d m ' 1 mod 3r s 2.14 .  .  .  .1 myd m.t  t . , n tm , n t
2yt¢D t , n r 6 , if d m ' 2 mod 3 . .  .  .1 myd m.t  t . , n tt
4. We define for all m, n g N the complex numbers0
x s r eiu m , np . 2.15 .m , n m , n
3. TECHNICAL LEMMATA
We shall prove the main results, Theorems 9 and 10, in several steps
using a sequence of lemmata.
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Remark 2. For all n g N , we have r ª 0 as m ª ` and0 m , n
r F 1 y 1r n q 1 3.1 .  .m , n
 .for all m. This follows directly from 2.4 and the inductive definition of
 .  .  .r in 2.5 and 2.14 ; we have for all t g N, for all m9 G t t ,m ,n
yt 2  4r F 3 ? 6 max r .m9 , n m , n
 .m-t t
  .  . 1r tq1.note that D t, n and D t, n are both less than 3 for all m, n; see1
 . .2.13 .
We shall need the following estimates.
LEMMA 3. For e¨ery k g N, k G 2,
k ky1




2 3 2 3kq1.r sq1. ys kqs kq1.r sq1. ys kqslog 1 q 3 ? 6 s log 1 q 3 ? 6 .  . 
ss1 ss1
k
2 3kq1.r sq1. ys kqsF 3 ? 6
ss1
ky1
2 3kq1. ys kqsF 3 ? 6 q 3. 3.2 .
ss1
s3yk s2 w xThe function s ¬ 6 is decreasing for s g 0, 2kr3 and increasing for
s3yk s2 ykq1 w xs ) 2kr3. Hence, it is easy to see that 6 F 6 for s g 1, k y 1 .
We thus have, for all k G 2,
ky1
3 2kq1 s yk s kq1 ykq13 ? 6 F k y 1 3 ? 6 F 5, .
ss1
 .and in view of 3.2 the first inequality is proved.
To prove the second one, we remark that
0 ) log 1 y 6 s3yk s2 G y3 ? 6 s3yk s2 .
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w x s3yk s2 y1for s g 1, k y 1 , because 6 - 6 for these s. We thus have
ky1 ky1
2 3 2 3ys kqs ys kqslog 1 y 6 s log 1 y 6 .  . 
ss1 ss1
ky1
2 3ys kqsG y 3 ? 6 ,
ss1
and this sum is bigger than y5 by the estimate above. This proves the
second inequality.
 .We continue by proving some lemmata concerning the sequence x .m , n
 .LEMMA 4. Let n, k g N and let M g N be such that d M s 0 for0 t
t F k; i.e., M satisfies
M s d M t t . 3.3 .  .  . t
t)k
 .  .  .Set M s M q t k q 1 y 1. There exist numbers C n, M and C n, M1 1
which do not depend on m such that
r s C n , M r , 3.4 .  .m , n myM , n
u s C n , M q u 3.5 .  .m , n 1 myM , n
w xfor all m g M, M .1
 .Proof. We first remark that if s ) k, then d m is constant fors
w x   .  .m g M, M . We have d M s 0 for t F k and M y M s t k q 1 y1 t 1
w x  .  .1; hence, for m g M, M we can have d m / d M only in the case1 t t
.t F k.
 .  .  .   ..If M s d M t k q 1 , where d / 0, then 3.4 resp. 3.5 holdskq1 kq1
 .  .   .  ..  .directly by 2.5 , 2.14 resp. 2.6 , 2.10 and the fact that d m iskq1
w xconstant for m g M, M . Let k9 G 1 and assume that the lemma is1
proved for all M9 of the form
kqk 9
M9 s d M9 t t . 3.6 .  .  . t
tskq1
If M is now of the form
kqk 9q1
M s d M t t , .  . t
tskq1
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 .  .   .  ..  .we have, by 2.5 , 2.14 resp. 2.6 , 2.10 and the fact that d m iskqk 9q1
w xconstant for m g M, M ,1
r s C9 n , M r .m , n myd M .t kqk 9q1. , nkq k 9q1
resp. u s CX n , M q u , 3.7 .  . .m , n 1 myd M .t kqk 9q1. , nkq k 9q1
 .  X ..where C9 n, M resp. C n, M do not depend on m. But the number1
 .  .  .M9 [ M y d M t k q k9 q 1 satisfies 3.6 , so we can combinekqk 9q1
 .  .the induction hypothesis 3.6 with 3.7 to deduce that the lemma holds
for M.
 .LEMMA 5. Let n g N , k g N , and M g N be such that d M s 00 0 0 t
 .for t g N , t F k. Set M s M q t k q 1 y 1. We ha¨e0 1
M1
kkq1 11r F e 1 y 1r 1 q n . 3.8 .  . . m , n
msM
 .Proof. For k s 0 the claim is true by Remark 2, since t 1 s 2. So, we
assume k G 1. First we prove that for all t with 1 F t F k,
 .  .Mqt tq1 y1 Mqt t y1
2 3kq1 kq1.r tq1. yt kqt kq1r F 1 q 3 ? 6 r . 3.9 . . m , n m , n
msM msM
To this end we fix a t and consider an arbitrary, fixed m g N which
 .  .satisfies M q t t F m - M q t t q 1 . Denoting m9 [ m y M we have
 .  .  .  .t t F m9 - t t q 1 , and so 2.5 and 2.14 yield
r F 31r tq1. ? 6yt 2r . 3.10 .m9 , n m9yd m9.t  t . , nt
 .By Lemma 4 we have r s C n, M r and r sm , n myM , n myd m.t  t ., nt
 .C n, M r . Hence, if r / 0,my d m.t  t .yM , n m , nt
r r rmy d m.t  t . , n myd m.t  t .yM , n m9yd m.t  t . , nt t ts s . 3.11 .
r r rm , n myM , n m9 , n
 .  .  .  .By the choice of m9 we have d m9 s d m . Hence, 3.10 and 3.11 yieldt t
r F 31r tq1. ? 6yt 2r , 3.12 .m , n myd m.t  t . , nt
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w  .which of course holds also in the case r s 0. Since m g M q t t ,m , n
 . x  .  .M q t t q 1 y 1 was arbitrary, 3.12 and 2.3 yield
 .  . t2 tq1.  .  .Mqt tq1 y1 Mqt t y1 Mq sq1 t t y16
kq1 kq1 kq1r s r q r   m , n m , n m , n
msM msM ss1  .msMqst t
 .Mqt t y1
2 2kq1.r tq1. t  tq1.y t kq1. kq1F 1 q 3 ? 6 r .  m , n
msM
 .Mqt t y1
3 2kq1.r tq1. t yt k kq1s 1 q 3 ? 6 r .  m , n
msM
 .so that 3.9 holds.
 .Using 3.9 and recursion starting by t s k we get the estimate
M  .Mqt 1 y1 k1
2 3kq1 kq1 kq1.r tq1. yt kqtr F r 1 q 3 ? 6 . 3.13 . .  m , n m , n
ts1msM msM
< <  .  .  .We have r F 1 y 1r n q 1 for all m, n and t 1 s 2 so that 3.8m , n
follows from Lemma 3.
LEMMA 6. For all n g N0
 .t tq1 y1
nq1x s 0 3.14 . m , n
 .mst t
for all t ) n.
 .Proof. Let n g N and t ) n be fixed; let us use Definition 1, 3 b . We0
 .have by 2.15
 . t2 tq1.  .  .t tq1 y1 sq1 t t y16
nq1 nq1x s r exp i n q 1 u p . .  m , n m , n m , n
 . ss1,  .mst t msst t
 .s'0 mod 3
t2 tq1.  .  .sq1 t t y16
nq1q r exp i n q 1 u p . .  m , n m , n
ss1,  .msst t
 .s'1 mod 3
t2 tq1.  .  .sq1 t t y16
nq1q r exp i n q 1 u p . 3.15 .  . .  m , n m , n
ss1,  .msst t
 .s'2 mod 3
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t 2 tq1.  .If now s is such that 1 F s F 6 and, e.g., s ' 0 mod 3 we have by
 .  .2.10 and 2.14
 .  .sq1 t t y1
nq1r exp i n q 1 u p . . m , n m , n
 .msst t
 .t t y1
2 nq1yt nq1. nq1s 6 r D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1r t q 1 p . .  .  . . . m , n m , n
ms0
 .Using this and writing the other sums in 3.15 in the similar way we see
 .that 3.15 equals
t2nq1.  .t t y16
2yt nq1. nq16 r  m , n
ss1 ms0
 .s'0 mod 3
nq1
= D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1r t q 1 p .  .  . . . m , n
nq1qD t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1 q 2n t , n r t q 1 p .  .  .  . . . .1 m , n
nq1qD t , n exp i n q 1 .  .1
= u q 2 q 1 y 2n t , n r t q 1 p . 3.16 .  .  . . . . .m , n
We calculate
nq1
D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1 q 2n t , n r t q 1 p .  .  .  . . . .1 m , n
nq1q D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 2 q 1 y 2n t , n r t q 1 p .  .  .  . . . .1 m , n
nq1s D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1r t q 1 p .  .  . . .1 m , n
= exp i n q 1 2n t , n pr t q 1 .  .  . .
qexp yi n q 1 2n t , n pr t q 1 .  .  . . .
nq1s D t , n exp i n q 1 u q 1r t q 1 p 2 cos a t , n , .  .  .  . . .1 m , n
3.17 .
 .  .  .where a t, n is as in 2.11 . Now 3.14 immediately follows by putting
 .  .  .3.17 in 3.16 and using the latter equality 2.13 .
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LEMMA 7. For e¨ery n g N, the sum
 .t tq1 y1`
nq1x  m , n
ts0  .mst t
con¨erges and satisfies
 .t tq1 y1`
10 nq1 y7e G x G e . 3.18 .  m , n
ts0  .mst t
 .Proof. In view of 3.14 in Lemma 6 it is enough to prove that
 .t nq1 y1
10 nq1 y7e ) x ) e . 3.19 . m , n
ms0
 .   ..By Definition 1.3 a note especially that t / n in 2.6 we have
 . n2nq1.  .  .t nq1 y1 sq1 t n y16
nq1 nq1 inq1.u pm , nx s r e  m , n m , n
 . ss1  .mst n msst n
 .t n y1
2 2n nq1. yn nq1. nq1 inq1.u pm , ns 6 6 r e m , n
ms0
 .t n y1
nq1s x . m , n
ms0
Hence,
 .  .t nq1 y1 t n y1
nq1 nq1x s 2 x m , n m , n
ms0 ms0
and it is sufficient to prove only
 .t n y1
10 nq1 y7e r2 G x ) e . 3.20 . m , n
ms0
We have by definition
 .t 1 y1
nq1nq1 nq1x s x s 1 y 1r n q 1 , 3.21 .  . . m , n 1, n
ms0
 .which implies 3.20 in the case n s 1. From now on we assume n ) 1.
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Notice that for all t g N, 1 F t - n,
 . t2 tq1.  .  .t tq1 y1 sq1 t t y16
nq1 nq1 inq1.u pm , nx s r e  m , n m , n
 . ss1  .mst t msst t
t2 tq1.  .t t y16
2y nq1. t nq1 inq1.u q1r tq1..pm , ns 6 r e  m , n
ss1 ms0
 .t t y1
3 2t ynt inq1.p r tq1. nq1s 6 e x ; 3.22 . m , n
ms0
 .  .  .  .see 2.3 , 2.5 , 2.6 , and 2.7 .
For 2 F t - n we make the induction hypothesis
ty1
3 2nq1 s yn s1 y 1r n q 1 1 q 6 . .  .
ss1
 .t t y1 ty1
3 2nq1nq1 s yn sG x G 1 y 1r n q 1 1 y 6 . 3.23 .  . .  . m , n
ss1ms0
 .  .  .Now we calculate for 1 F t - n, using 3.22 and 3.21 in the case t s 1
 .  .or 3.23 in the case t ) 1
 .  .  .t tq1 y1 t t y1 t tq1 y1
nq1 nq1 nq1x F x q x  m , n m , n m , n
ms0 ms0  .mst t
 .t t y1
3 2t ynt nq1F 1 q 6 x .  m , n
ms0
t
3 2nq1 s yn sF 1 y 1r n q 1 1 q 6 , . .  .
ss1
and, similarly,
 .  .  .t tq1 y1 t t y1 t tq1 y1
nq1 nq1 nq1x G x y x  m , n m , n m , n
ms0 ms0  .mst t
 .t t y1
3 2t ynt nq1G 1 y 6 x .  m , n
ms0
t
3 2nq1 s yn sG 1 y 1r n q 1 1 y 6 . . .  .
ss1
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 .Hence, 3.23 holds especially for t s n. So, Lemma 3 yields
ny1
3 2nq110 s yn se r2 G 1 y 1r n q 1 1 q 6 . .  .
ss1
 .t n y1 ny1
3 2nq1nq1 s yn s y7G x G 1 y 1r n q 1 1 y 6 G e , . .  . m , n
ss1ms0
3.24 .
nq1  ..since 1r4 F 1 y 1r n q 1 F 1r2 for all n.
LEMMA 8. Let n g N , k g N, k / n. Assume that the numbers N g N ,0 j 0
 .  .j s 0, 1, satisfy d N s 0 for t F k and N G N q t k q 1 . We ha¨et j 1 0
N y11
kq1x s 0. 3.25 . m , n
msN0
w xProof. Let us fix k and n. The interval N , N y 1 l N consists of0 1 0
w x  .disjoint intervals of the form M , M l N , where M satisfies d M s0 1 0 0 t 0
 . 0 for t F k and M s M q t k q 1 y 1. Compare to the fact that the1 0
w xinterval, say, 1000, 843000 y 1 l N consists of intervals of the form0
w  . x .1000 t, 1000 t q 1 y 1 l N , where t g N . We claim that if M and0 0 0
M are such numbers, then1
M1
kq1x s 0, 3.26 . m , n
msM0
 .which implies 3.25 .
w xRecall that by Lemma 4, for all m g M , M ,0 1
r s Cr 3.27 .m , n myM , n0
and
u s C q u , 3.28 .m , n 1 myM , n0
where the numbers C / 0 and C depend on n and M but not on m.1 0
 . w xNote also that m y M - t k q 1 for all m g M , M .0 0 1
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We now distinguish between two cases:
 .  .1. Assume k - n. By 3.27 and 3.28 ,
M  .t kq1 y11
kq1 kq1 ikq1.C p kq1 ikq1.u p1 m , nx s C e r e m , n m , n
msM ms00
 .t k y1
kq1 ikq1.C p kq1 ikq1.u p1 m , ns C e r e m , n ms0
k2kq1.  .  .sq1 t k y16
kq1 ikq1.u pm , nq r e . 3.29 .  m , n /ss1  .msst k
 .  .  .  .  .By 2.5 and 2.6 we have here, for st k F m - s q 1 t k ,
r s 6yk 2r ,m , n myst k . , n
u s u q 1r k q 1 . 3.30 .  .m , n myst k . , n
Hence, for 1 F s F 6k 2kq1.,
 .  .  .sq1 t k y1 t k y1
2kq1 ikq1.u p yk kq1. kq1 ikq1.u pqipm , n m , nr e s 6 r e m , n m , n
 . ms0msst k
 .t k y1
2yk kq1. kq1 ikq1.u pm , ns y6 r e . 3.31 . m , n
ms0
 .  .This combined with 3.29 yields 3.26 .
 .  .2. Assume k ) n. We can again write, using 3.27 and 3.28 ,
M  .t k y11
kq1 kq1 ikq1.C p kq1 ikq1.u p1 m , nx s C e r e m , n m , nmsM ms00
k2kq1.  .  .sq1 t k y16
kq1 ikq1.u pm , nq r e  m , n
ss1  .msst k
 .s'0 mod 3
k2kq1.  .  .sq1 t k y16
kq1 ikq1.u pm , nq r e  m , n
ss1  .msst k
 .s'1 mod 3
k2kq1.  .  .sq1 t k y16
kq1 ikq1.u pm , nq r e . 3.32 .  m , n 0ss1  .msst k
 .s'2 mod 3
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 .  .  .Then we use 2.10 and 2.14 t s k, of course to calculate, in the case
 .s ' 0 mod 3 , s G 1,
 .  .  .sq1 t k y1 t k y1
2kq1kq1 ikq1.u yk kq1. kq1 i kq1.u q1.pm , n m , nr e s D k , n 6 r e . m , n m , n
 . ms0msst k
3.33 .
 .  .and in the cases s ' 1 mod 3 and s ' 2 mod 3 , using the fact that
 .n k, n g N0
 .  .  .sq1 t k y1 t k y1
2kq1kq1 ikq1.u yk kq1. kq1 i kq1.u q1.pm , n m , nr e s D k , n 6 r e . . m , n 1 m , n
 . ms0msst k
3.34 .
 .  .  .  . kq1 ikq1.C1pSo, 3.32 is by 2.13 and 3.33 ] 3.34 equal to C e times
 .t k y1
kq1 ikq1.u pm , nr e m , n
ms0
 .t k y1
2 2 kq1y1 k kq1. yk kq1.q 3 ? 6 6 D k , n .
ms0
kq1 kq1 i kq1.u q1.pm , nq2D k , n r e . .1 m , n
 .t k y1
2 2kq1 ikq1.u p y1 k kq1. yk kq1.m , ns r e q 3 ? 6 ? 6 ? y3 . m , n
ms0
 .t k y1
kq1 ikq1.u pm , n= r e s 0. m , n
ms0
 .Hence, 3.25 is proved.
4. MAIN RESULTS
We first give our main result in the following form which is convenient
for the functional analytic application. We define 00 s 1.
  ..THEOREM 9. Let the increasing sequence t t be as in Definition 1.t g N0
For e¨ery m g N, n g N there exist complex numbers a and b ha¨ing0 m , n m , n
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the following properties:
< <  . < < 71. a F 1 y 1r n q 2 , b F e .m , n m , n
< < < <2. For e¨ery n g N , lim a s 0 and lim b s 0.0 mª` m , n mª` m , N
< <3. For all z g C, z F 1,
 .t tq1 y1
k k nb a z s z ;n g N . 4.1 .   m , n m , n 0
tgN  . kgNmst t0 0
4. For all k g N and n g N0 0
 .t tq1 y1
kb a s d . 4.2 .  m , n m , n n , k
tgN  .mst t0
Proof. Using the notations of the preceding sections we shall prove
< <that, for all z g C, z - 1,
 .t tq1 y1
kq1 kx z s 0 ;n g N 4.3 .   m , n
tgN  . kgNmst t0
k/n
and
 .t tq1 y1
kq1x s 0 ;k g N, k / n. 4.4 .  m , N
tgN  .mst t0
It is easy to see, using Lemma 7 and Remark 2, that these imply our
theorem: we set for n g N0
y1 .t tq1 y1
nq2 7c [ x F e , 4.5 . j m , nq1 /tgN  .mst t0
b s c x 2 and a s x . We then have, for all n g N , for allm , n n m , nq1 m , n m , nq1 0
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< <z g C, z - 1,
 .t tq1 y1
k kb a z   m , n m , n
tgN  . kgNmst t0 0
 .t tq1 y1
kq2 ks c x z  n m , nq1
tgN  . kgNmst t0 0
 .t tq1 y1
n nq2s c z x n m , nq1
tgN  .mst t0
 .t tq1 y1
y1 kq2 kq1 nqc z x z s z ,  n m , nq1
tgN  . kgNmst t0 0
k/n
 .and 4.2 is proved analogously.
 .  .a We first show that the sum in 4.3 converges. Fix n g N. The
 .convergence with respect to k is not a problem because of 3.1 . So, we
consider the convergence with respect to m. Let « ) 0. We choose K g N
11  ..K   ..  .such that e 1 y 1r n q 1 - «r 2 n q 1 and then m ) t K q 10
  ..y1  .such that r - « 2 Kt K for m G m y t K ; see Remark 2.m , n 0
Let m ) m be arbitrary. We denote, for j s 0, 1, for k g N,1 0
M s d m t t , .  .j , 0 , k t j
t)k
M s M q t k q 1 y 1. 4.6 .  .j , 1 , k j , 0 , k
  ..compare with 2.2 . We then have
m m1 1
kq1 k kq1 kx z s x z   m , n m , n
msm msmkgN kgN0 0
k/n k/n
M1, 1, k
kkq1 < <F x z  m , nkgN msM0, 0, k
k/n
M M0, 1, k 1, 1 , k
k kkq1 kq1< < < < < < < <q x z q x z . 4.7 . m , n m , n /msM msM0, 0, k 1, 0 , k
Our purpose is now to estimate this sum. By Lemma 8 we have
M1, 1, k
kq1x s 0. 4.8 . m , n
msM0, 0, k
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We thus need to estimate
M0, 1, k
kq1< <x . 4.9 .  m , n
kgN msM0, 0, k
If k G K we have, by Lemma 5 and the choice of K in the beginning of
the proof, the estimate
M M0, 1, k 0, 1 , k
kq1 kq1< <x s r m , n m , n
msM msM0, 0, k 0, 0 , k
k11F e 1 y 1r n q 1 . .
kyK y1
- « 1 y 1r n q 1 n q 1 . 4.10 .  .  . .
 .  .But for k - K we have M G m y t K and M F m q t K ,0, 0, k 0 0, 1, k 0
  ..y1  .and, moreover, r - « 2 Kt K for m G m y t K so thatm , n 0
 .M m qt K0, 1, k 0
kq1 y1< <x F r F « K . 4.11 . m , n m , n
msM  .msm yt K0, 0, k 0
 .  .Combining 4.10 and 4.11 we have
M M MKy1 `0, 1, k 0, 1 , k 0, 1 , k
kq1 kq1 kq1< < < < < <x F x q x - 2« .     m , n m , n m , n
kgN msM ks1 msM ksK msM0, 0, k 0, 0 , k 0, 0 , k
4.12 .
The same estimate works for M , instead of M , and this proves the1, j, k 0, j, k
 .  .convergence of 4.3 , in view of 4.7 .
 .  .b We prove that 4.3 holds. Fix again n g N. Let « ) 0 and let
s g N be such that
s11e 1 y 1r n q 1 - «r 2 n q 1 4.13 .  .  . .  .
and such that
 .t tq1 y1
kq1 kx z - «r2. 4.14 .   m , n




 .t s y1
kq1 kx z  m , n
ms0 kgN
k/n
 .t s y1sy1
k kq1s z x  m , n
ks1 ms0
k/n
 .t s y1`
k kq1q z x .  m , n
kss ms0
k/n
By Lemma 8 we have t  s.y1 x kq1 s 0 for k F s y 1, and by Lemma 5,ms 0 m , n
 .t s y1
kkq1 11< <x - e 1 y 1r n q 1 . . m , n
ms0
 .for k G s. Hence, by 4.13 ,
 .t s y1 ` `
kkq1 11< <x F e 1 y 1r n q 1 - «r2. . .  m , n
ms0 ks1 kss
 .  .Combining this with 4.14 we see that 4.3 holds.
 .  .c The equality 4.4 follows from Lemma 8; using it we get directly,
for all n g N , k g N, k / n,0
 .t kq1 y1
kq1x s 0 m , n
ms0
  ..notice that x s 0 by 2.4 and for every t ) k,0, n
 .t tq1 y1
kq1x s 0, m , n
 .mst t
  ..since d t t s 0 holds always for s F k - t.s
  ..THEOREM 10. Let the increasing sequence t t be as in Defini-t g N0
tion 1. For all m g N, n g N there exist complex numbers a such that0 m , n
< < 7 < <a F e , lim a s 0 for e¨ery n, and such thatm , n mª` m , n
 .t tq1 y1
kq1a s d ;n , k g N . 4.15 .  m , n nk 0
tgN  .mst t0
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 .Proof. We define see Lemma 7
 .y1r nq1 .t tq1 y1
2 2 nq2a s x x . m , n m , 2 nq1 s , 2 nq1 /tgN  .sst t0
 .The equality 4.4 yields, for all n, k g N ,0
 .  .y kq1 r nq1 .  .t tq1 y1 t tq1 y1
kq1 2 nq2a s x   m , n m , 2 nq1 /tgN  . tgN  .mst t mst t0 0
 .t tq1 y1
2 kq2= x  m , 2 nq1
tgN  .mst t0
s d s d .2 nq1, 2 kq1 n , k
 .`  .`COROLLARY. Let b g l . There exists a g l such thatm ms1 ` m ms1 `
`
kq1a s b for e¨ery k g N , m k 0
ms1
 .where the sum con¨erges only in a special order independent of b and k.m
Proof. Follows from Theorem 10 by choosing a bijection w : N = N ª0
N and setting a [ b a .wm , n. n m , n
APPENDIX: AN APPLICATION TO NON-LINEAR
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
 .Using the solution to 1.1 it is possible to prove the following non-linear
 . operator equality on C K spaces for notations, see below; here K is a
compact metric space which is the continuous image of the unit interval
w x .I s 0, 1 and which contains a closed subspace homeomorphic to I .
THEOREM 11. Gi¨ en n g N, there exist bounded linear operators
  .. 5 5   ..    . <A g L C K , A F 1, and B g L E, C K here E [ sp 1r 1 y Af
5 5 4  ..f - 1 ; C K such that
1
nB s f 5.1 . /1 y Af
 . 5 5for all f g C K , f - 1.
The division and the nth power are taken pointwise.
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 .Comment. Equation 5.1 is a paradoxal, typically infinite dimensional
result. Namely, it is not possible to find complex numbers a and b such
 . n < <that ar 1 y bz s z would hold for every z g C, z - 1. Also any finite
 .  .dimensional analogue of 5.1 i.e., K i a finite space fails.
 .  .One can even use the solution of 1.1 to prove 5.1 in the case the
right-hand side is a rather general holomorphic function of f. This is done
w xin detail in 7 . Note that Theorem 11 is qualitatively better than the
w x w xresults of 7 ; hence, it is not contained in 7 , although it deals only with a
much more restricted case. Moreover, combining Theorem 11 with the
w x  .result of 8 one can immediately generalize 5.1 to the case the right-hand
 .side of 5.1 is a quite general n-homogeneous polynomial function of f.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 11 we present some preliminaries.
We consider Banach spaces over the complex scalar field. The space of
bounded linear operators between the Banach spaces X and Y is denoted
 .  .by L X, Y , or by L X , if X s Y.
w xWe denote I s 0, 1 . If K is a compact metric space, we denote by
 .C K the Banach space of continuous, complex valued mapping K ª C,
 .endowed with the sup-norm. By U we denote the open unit ball of C K .
 .  .We denote by H the map U ª C K , H: f ¬ 1r 1 y f .
If K and K are compact metric spaces and w : K ª K is a continu-1 2 1 2
0  .ous surjection, we denote by w the linear isometry from C K into2
 . 0 0  ..  .C K given by w f s f (w. If w C K is 1-complemented in C K ,1 2 1
 . 0  ..i.e., if there exists a contractive projection from C K onto w C K , we1 2
say that w admits a regular averaging operator. Note that in this case the
0  . .map w also has a contractive linear left inverse. For more details
w xwe recommend Ref. 4, Sections II.4.h, i; 5 . For general topology we refer
w xto 3 .
 .LEMMA 12. Let n g N, let J be a finite set, and let x be a sequencej jg J
< <of complex numbers satisfying x - 1. For all sequences of complex numbersj
 .l j jg J
1
nsup l G l x . 5.2 . j j ji2 tp1 y e xw x jtg 0, 1 jgJ jgJ
 .Proof. Using the Taylor series of the analytic function z ¬ 1r 1 y z ,
< <z - 1, we easily get
11 yi 2 ntp ne l dt s l x . H j j ji2 tp1 y e x0 jjgJ jgJ
 .This implies the inequality 5.2 .
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Proof of Theorem 11. 1. We first consider the case K s I 3. We start
by fixing a continuous surjection w : I ª I 3 with a regular averaging
 w x.operator see 1, Theorem 2.2; 9, Theorem 2 . We denote by w gÃ
  .  3.. 0L C I , C I a contractive left inverse of w . For every m g N we0
 . 2choose s , s g I such that2, m 3, m
s exp i2p s s a , 5.3 .  .2, m 3, m m , n
where a is as in Theorem 9. We denote by h : I ª I 3 the homeomor-m , n m
 .phism t ¬ t, s , s .2, m 3, m
We define A by
Af t , t , t s t e i2p t3 w 0 f t , 5.4 .  .  .  . .1 2 3 2 1
 . 3   ..where t , t , t g I . We also define for every f g H A U1 2 3
 .t tq1 y1`
0Bf [ b wh f , 5.5 .Ã  m , n m
ts0  .mst t
 .where b is as in Theorem 9. Our purpose is to show that 5.5 convergesm , n
3   ..pointwise in I and defines a continuous mapping from H A U into
 3.  3.C I which can be extended as a bounded linear operator to C I .
  ..  .Assume that f g H A U , f s H Ag for some g g U. Because of the
definition of K we have for every m g Nm 0
f (h s H a w 0 g s w 0H a g . . .m m , n m , n
Hence,
 .  .t tq1 y1 t tq1 y1` ` `
kBf s b H a g s b a g , 5.6 .  .  .    m , n m , n m , n m , n
ts0  . ts0  . ks0mst t mst t
 .and Theorem 9 implies the desired pointwise convergence of 5.5 . More-
 .over, by Theorem 9 and 5.6 ,
Bf s g n , 5.7 .
 3.so that Bf g C I .
  ..We extend B linearly to sp H A U and prove that the extension is a
bounded operator. To this end let J ; N be a finite sequence, let for every
k g J the functions f g U and the complex numbers l be arbitrary. Wek k
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 .apply 5.7 and Lemma 12 to get the estimate
nB l H Af s l f . k k k k
kgJ kgJ
1
F sup sup l . 5.8 . k i2p t31 y t e f t .3t gI , t gI 2 kkgJtgI2 3
 .Recall that w is a surjection. Hence, 5.8 is not greater than
1
sup sup l k i2p t 031 y t e w f t . .t gI , t gI tgI 2 kkgJ2 3
s l H Af . 5.9 .  . k k
kgJ
This proves the boundedness of B in E.
2. We consider the case of general K. We first choose continuous
surjections D : I 3 ª K and w : K ª I 3 with regular averaging operators.
Concerning D , it is enough to take a retraction I 3 ª I and compose it
with a continuous surjection I ª K having a regular averaging operator
 w x w x.see 1, Theorem 2.2 , or 9, Theorem 2 . The map w can be found by
composing a retraction from K onto a subspace homeomorphic to I
 .recall that I is an absolute retract space , with a continuous surjection
I ª I 3 having a regular averaging operator. We denote a contractive left
0  0.  .inverse of w resp. D by w resp D .Ã Ã
By part 1 of the proof we find bounded linear operators A and B such1 1
that
g n s B H A g .1 1
 3. 5 5  .for g g C I , g - 1. If now f is an element of C K with norm less
than one, we get
nn 0f s D f (D s D B H A D f .Ã Ã  .1 1
s D B ww 0H A D0 f s D B wH w 0A D0 f ,Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .1 1 1 1
0 0so that setting B s D B w and A [ w A D yields the result.Ã Ã1 1
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